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Lewis Carroll: A Biography, by Morton Cohen. New York: Knopf, 1995. 

In \\'hat undoubtedly will become the standard hi()grnphy of Lewis Carroll, Morton 
Cohen has produced a thoughtful, fascinating. high!) readable ,1ccou11t of a man best 
known for writing the most populnr children's hooks of the nineteenth century------Afo:c's 
Advc'11/U1c'.1 in Wondalanc/ ( 186:'i) and its sequel Alia ·111rc111gh the' Looking--Glass 
( 1872). The world's premier Carroll scholar. Cohen has over the past thirty years 
produced 1hc slandard two-volume collection of Cirroll's letters ( 1978) as well as six 
other volumes 011 Carroll. As this massive biography suggests, to limit Carroll's role to 
that of children's author is vastly to underestimate and oversimpliry his ll'ide-ranging 
i111crcs1s and accomplishments. Carroll's lisl or publicalions includes more than three 
hundred items. To this li.sl one must add his nine volume dimy and voluminous 
correspondence. Carroll kept a letter register for the last thirty five years or his life; the 
final tally was 98.721 lcll.ers sent and received. Cohen estimates that Carroll wrote at 
least I 00,000 lellers. What makes Cohen's biography superior to previous Carrol I 
hiographies----and there have been a number of excellent ones. including Derck 
Hudson's Lewis Carroll ( 1954) and Anne Clark's Lewis Carroll: A 8iogmph1• ( 1979)-·
is his immersion in every aspect or ( 'arroll's lif'c and work: having attempted to read 
everything ol' Carroll's now available lo scholars, Cohen has this vast body or 
information at his fingertips. Ten years in the making, Lnvis Carroll is the crowning 
scholarly achievement of Cohen's impressive academic career. Anyone who seriously 
wishes to understand Carroll's complc.x and contradictory life must read Cohen's Lewis 
Corm/I. 

This is 1101 an insignificant assertion, given recent trends in critical approaches to 
Carroll. Although my students generally have a depressingly limited l'arniliarity with 
Carroll's books, and that mostly based on a Disney 111111, they are f'ami!iar with two 
"facts" of Carrull's 
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